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JURISDICTION 
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over this matter 
pursuant to Utah Code Ann, § 78-2a-3(2)(d) (1993 Supp.). 
ISSUES ON APPEAL 
Plaintiff/Appellee Truck Insurance Exchange states that the 
issues as formulated by Defendants/Appellants John Olcott and Betty 
Olcott ("Olcotts") do not accurately reflects the issues as argued 
by the Olcotts. Truck Insurance Exchange would formulate the 
issues as follows: 
A. Was Truck Insurance Exchange entitled to summary judgment 
for $367.21 in unpaid, earned premiums pursuant to the 
First Application?1 
B, Did the trial court understand the matter before it when 
it granted summary judgment? 
Truck Insurance Exchange accepts the Olcotts' statement as to 
the applicable standard of review for these issues. 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
Truck Insurance Exchange is unaware of any determinative 
constitutional provisions, ordinances, or rules. There are 
applicable insurance statutes which govern the rates that may be 
charged by insurance companies. These statutes include Utah Code 
Ann. § 31-18-7 (rates must be filed with and approved by the state 
insurance commissioner), § 31-18-1 (policy against inadequate and 
1
 The First Application is defined below. 
1 
discriminatory rates), and § 31-27-22 (rates must not be 
discriminatory). The Insurance Code has since been substantially 
revised, but similar statutes are still present in the code. 
These statutes are determinative to the extent that the trial 
court7s grant of summary judgment was based on the lowest rates 
approved by the state insurance commissioner for the coverage Truck 
Insurance Exchange provided to the Olcotts. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
This is a civil action brought by Truck Insurance Exchange, an 
insurance company, for the balance of premiums it earned by 
providing coverage to the Olcotts for their business operations. 
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS AND DISPOSITION BELOW 
This action was filed in circuit court on February 14, 1986 in 
the name of Farmers Insurance Group alleging $2,315.39 in unpaid, 
earned premiums for insurance coverage provided under Policy No. 
6572-64-73. (R. at 5 {Tab G}.) The Olcotts filed an Answer and a 
Counterclaim for malicious prosecution and abuse of process seeking 
damages in an amount to be proven at trial. (R. at 24.) 
Upon the Olcotts' motion, the circuit court transferred this 
action to district court on April 11, 1989. (R. at 167.) During 
the summer of 1990, Plaintiff's then attorney of record was 
required to withdraw as a result of Bar disciplinary actions and 
the undersigned was appointed as counsel. (R. at 193, 194, and 
2 
198.) On August 22, 1990, Truck Insurance Exchange was substituted 
for Farmers Insurance Group as Plaintiff.2 (R. at 213.) (Note: 
Appellants' Brief incorrectly lists Farmers Insurance Group in the 
caption as the Plaintiff-Appellant.) 
On January 14, 1991, Truck Insurance Exchange filed its first 
motion for summary judgment and dismissal of the Olcotts' malicious 
prosecution and abuse of process counterclaim ("First MSJ"). (R. 
at 221.) The district court dismissed the Olcotts' counterclaim 
for malicious prosecution and abuse of process but denied summary 
judgment based on genuine factual issues relating to the validity 
of the application for coverage at the standard rates. (R. at 
492.) 
On December 13, 1991, Truck Insurance Exchange filed a second 
motion for summary judgment ("Second MSJ" or "Summary Judgment 
Motion") which conceded all of the factual issues raised by the 
Olcotts in connection with the first motion. (R. at 382.) After 
this motion was submitted for decision, this action was transferred 
back to circuit court, again on motion of the Olcotts. (R. at 
490.) 
2
 Farmers Insurance Group is the name of a group of affiliated 
legal entities but is not in and of itself a legal entity and thus 
was improperly designated as the plaintiff. Truck Insurance 
Exchange and Farmers Insurance Exchange are both member insurance 
companies in the Farmers Insurance Group. Truck Insurance Exchange 
is the affiliate that provides coverage at preferred rates to 
customers qualifying as preferred risks. Farmers Insurance 
Exchange is the affiliate that provides coverage at standard rates 
to customers qualifying as standard risks. As Farmers Insurance 
Exchange had a potential interest in this action, it assigned all 
of its interests and rights herein to Truck Insurance Exchange. 
(R. at 224.) 
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The circuit court heard oral arguments on the Second MSJ on 
December 8, 1992 and issued a preliminary ruling on January 11, 
1993, granting the motion. (R. at 512 {Tab J}.) The Olcotts 
immediately filed a motion for a new trial, which the circuit court 
denied on February 19, 1993. (R. at 519, 541, and 544 {Tab K}.) 
On February 26, 1993, Truck Insurance Exchange submitted a proposed 
summary judgment form. (R. at 542 and 546 {Tab L}.) The Olcotts 
objected to the proposed form. (R. at 551.) The circuit court 
reviewed the matter again and on March 25, 1993, signed and entered 
the proposed summary judgment and issued a memorandum of 
explanation. (R. at 546 {Tab L} and 556 {Tab M} . ) The Olcotts 
filed their notice of appeal on April 8, 1993. (R. at 561.) 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. On or about November 30, 1984, the Olcotts applied for 
commercial insurance coverage with Truck Insurance Exchange, one of 
several companies within the Farmers Insurance Group, to cover 
their business operations. This application ("First Application") 
was signed by John Olcott. (R. at 244 {Addendum Tab A}.) 
2. The premiums for commercial insurance are individually 
calculated by the rating department after a customer's risk is 
evaluated or underwritten for each type of coverage sought. (R. at 
397, J 8 {Tab I}.) 
3. The Olcotts7 First Application did not specify any 
premiums when it was executed nor when it was submitted to Truck 
Insurance Exchange for underwriting. (R. at 398, f 9 {Tab I}.) 
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4. Also, on or about November 30, 1993, the Olcotts executed 
an application and agreement with Prematic Service Corporation 
("Prematic") to finance the annual premiums through monthly 
"budget" payments ("Prematic Financing Agreement" or "Agreement"). 
(R. at 248 {Tab B} and 417, f 3.) 
5. The Prematic Financing Agreement listed an estimated 
$183.00 monthly payment and a $3.59 monthly service charge. The 
word "Estimate" was clearly hand-written below the monthly payment. 
(R. at 248 {Tab B}.) 
6. The Olcotts made payments to Prematic of $3 69.59 on or 
about November 30, 1984 and $183.00 on or about January 7, 1985, 
for a total of $552.59. (R. at 397, H 5 {Tab 1} and 418, flfl 5-6.) 
7. The Olcotts made no other payments on the insurance 
coverage provided. (R. at 397, f 6 {Tab I}.) 
8. Truck Insurance Exchange's underwriters determined, after 
reviewing the First Application, that the Olcotts' business was not 
eligible for insurance coverage at Truck Insurance Exchange's 
preferred rates. (R. at 398, f 11 {Tab I}.) On or about December 
13, 1984, Truck Insurance Exchange notified the agent who had 
submitted the First Application that the Olcotts were ineligible 
for the preferred rates. (R. at 239, \ 7 {Tab H}.) On or about 
January 22, 1985, Truck Insurance Exchange gave the Olcotts notice 
of their ineligibility for the preferred rates and that coverage at 
the preferred rates by Truck Insurance Exchange was being canceled 
effective February 6, 1985 (Notice of Cancellation"). (R. at 255 
{Tab C}.) 
5 
9. Coverage was provided to the Olcotts from November 30, 
1984 to February 6, 1985 under Policy No. 6572-64-73 at Truck 
Insurance Exchange's preferred rates pursuant to the First 
Application. (R. at 276, f 6.) 
10. On or about January 17, 1985, a second application for 
commercial at Farmers Insurance Exchange's standard rates was 
received by Truck Insurance Exchange bearing the signature "Betty 
Olcott" ("Second Application"). (R. at 251 {Tab D} and 269, 5 8.) 
The Olcotts dispute the validity of this Second Application and 
suggest that the agent prepared and submitted it. (See e.g., R. at 
515.) 
11. Based on the Second Application and cancellation of the 
coverage provided at preferred rates by Truck Insurance Exchange, 
coverage was extended retroactively to November 30, 1984 under 
Policy No. 6572-64-73 but at Farmers Insurance Exchange's standard 
rates. (R. at 239, f 9 {Tab H}; 256 {Tab E}.) 
12. Pursuant to the Prematic Financing Agreement, Prematic 
billed the Olcotts on or about March 16, 1985 for payments due 
using the premiums calculated at Farmers Insurance Exchange's 
standard rates. (R. at 240, f 12 {Tab H}; 257.) 
13. The Olcotts returned the Prematic bill with a notation on 
it that they considered coverage canceled as of February 6, 1985. 
Prematic received this note on or about April 1, 1985. (R. at 240, 
f 121 {Tab H}.) 
14. On or about April 14, 1985, Truck Insurance Exchange sent 
a notice of cancellation of the coverage at standard rates 
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effective April 30, 1985 for non-payment of premiums. (R. at 240, 
I 13 {Tab H}; 258.) 
15. Thereafter, Truck Insurance Exchange undertook collection 
efforts and the present action resulted. (R. at 24 0, f 14 
{Tab H}.) 
16. Premiums charged by insurance companies in the State of 
Utah, including Truck Insurance Exchange and Farmers Insurance 
Exchange, must conform to the rates filed with, and approved by, 
the state Insurance Commissioner. (R. at 398, f 10 {Tab I}.) 
17. Truck Insurance Exchange, in connection with its two 
motions for summary judgment, submitted two affidavits which 
presented the premium calculations based on the rates authorized in 
Utah for the three scenarios raised by the facts in this case. 
(R. at 237 {Tab H} and 396 {Tab I}.) The Olcotts never submitted 
any opposing affidavits nor ever disputed the accuracy of any of 
these calculations. The premiums still due under respective 
scenarios are as follows: 
a. $3 67.21 for coverage provided at the preferred rates from 
November 30, 1984 to February 6, 1985 (R. at 398-399, f 13 
{Tab I}); 
b. $1,290.23 for coverage provided at the standard rates from 
November 30, 1984 to February 6, 1985; (R. 241, f 17 {Tab H}); 
c. $2,315.86 for coverage provided at the standard rates from 
November 30, 1984 to April 30, 1985 (R. 241, fl 17 {Tab H}). 
18. Truck Insurance Exchange's First MSJ conceded that there 
was a factual dispute as to whether coverage extended past February 
7 
6, 1985 to April 30, 1985 and therefore sought judgment in the 
amount of $1,290.23. (R. at 225-236, particularly 231.) 
19. For the purposes of its Second MS J, Truck Insurance 
Exchange conceded all of the issues raised by the Olcotts relating 
to the Second Application and sought judgment in the amount of 
$3 67.2l3 for coverage provided from November 30, 1984 to February 
6, 1985 at the preferred rates, even though the Olcotts had not 
qualified for those rates. (R. at 385-395, particularly 390.) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The fundamental issue raised by the Olcotts by their appeal is 
whether the trial court understood the issues and facts before it 
when it granted summary judgment for Truck Insurance Exchange 
("Truck Insurance Exchange11) . The record clearly established that 
the trial court did understand the issues and facts. It considered 
the substance of its ruling on the Summary Judgment Motion on at 
least three separate occasions and reached the same conclusion each 
time. The Olcotts have not established any grounds which justify 
or warrant reversal of the trial court's judgment. 
The Olcotts suggest that one of the findings of fact and the 
amount of damages awarded in the trial court's preliminary "Ruling" 
3
 Truck Insurance Exchange acknowledges that the amount in 
dispute is now trivial. However, the Olcotts have openly and 
persistently pursued a claim for malicious prosecution and abuse of 
process against Truck Insurance Exchange. (See e.g., R. at 25 
(malicious prosecution counterclaim); 262-265 (letters of threat); 
and Appellants' Brief at 21 (present intent to file such an 
action).) Truck Insurance Exchange has been forced to maintain 
this action in order to protect itself against the Olcotts' promise 
to file an action for malicious prosecution and abuse of process. 
8 
are indicative of the trial court's misunderstanding of this 
matter. However, the challenged finding of fact is clearly 
supported by the undisputed facts and the documents of record. An 
inadvertent mistake as to the amount of damages was brought to the 
trial court's attention by two separate motions filed by the 
Olcotts. Thereafter, the trial court entered its final judgment 
which contained the correct award of damages. At that time, the 
trial court also issued a short Memorandum in which it expressly 
acknowledged, but rejected, the Olcotts' present concerns. 
The Olcotts' other arguments are irrelevant to this appeal in 
that such arguments: (1) attempt to raise factual issues which do 
not exist because Truck Insurance Exchange expressly admitted those 
issues for the purposes of its Summary Judgment Motion; (2) address 
facts which are immaterial to the Summary Judgment Motion; (3) are 
unsupported assertions contrary to the record, the unopposed 
affidavits, and the undisputed facts; and (4) are not properly 
before this Court because they were not timely raised below. In 
sum, there are simply no grounds that have been presented that 
would support a reversal of the summary judgment granted by the 
trial court. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE RECORD ESTABLISHES THAT TRUCK INSURANCE EXCHANGE IS 
ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND THAT THE TRIAL COURT 
UNDERSTOOD THE ISSUES. 
The Olcotts' assertion that the trial court misunderstood the 
relevant issues and facts when it granted Truck Insurance Exchange 
9 
summary judgment is without merit. The trial court's determination 
is supported by the Complaint, the documents of record, the 
unopposed affidavits submitted by Truck Insurance Exchange, the 
undisputed facts, and facts admitted for the purpose of Truck 
Insurance Exchange's Summary Judgment Motion. An inadvertent error 
as to the amount of the judgment contained in the trial court's 
preliminary ruling was non-binding and was corrected in the final 
judgment entered by the trial court. The trial court considered 
and reconsidered the Summary Judgment Motion on at least three 
separate occasions; in ruling on the Summary Judgment Motion and in 
ruling on two subsequent motion pertaining to the award of summary 
judgment. The trial court understood the issues and facts. Its 
judgment thereon is valid. 
A. The trial court's award of summary judgment is based upon 
the claim for relief sought in the Complaint. 
The Olcotts repeatedly assert that the trial court could not 
have understood the issues it ruled upon because the Complaint 
allegedly does not seek recovery based upon the policy or premiums 
arising out of the Olcotts' First Application. This assertion is 
inaccurate and demonstrates their misunderstanding of notice 
pleading as set forth in Rule 8(a) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. The liberal notice pleading rules adopted in Utah 
require only that the Complaint give fair notice of the nature and 
basis or grounds of the claim and a general indication of the type 
of litigation involved. Williams v. State Farm Insurance Co., 656 
P.2d 966, 969-971 (Utah 1982); Blackham v. Snelgrove, 280 P.2d 453, 
355 (Utah 1955). 
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The Complaint clearly states that the Olcotts purchased 
insurance for their grocery business; that Policy No. 6572-64-73 
was issued with an effective date of November 30, 1984, that the 
insurance coverage began on November 30, 1984, that premiums were 
earned, and that the Olcotts refused to pay the balance of the 
earned premiums which were due for that coverage. (R. at 5-6, 
55 3-6 {Tab G}.) The Complaint also alleges that coverage was 
provided through April 30, 1985 and that the unpaid premiums 
through April 30, 1985 totaling $2,315.39 were due. (R. at 5-6, 
5 4 {Tab G}.) 
Despite the clear notice provided in the Complaint that Truck 
Insurance Exchange seeks recovery of unpaid, earned premiums, the 
Olcotts have repeatedly alleged that the relief sought in both 
summary judgment motions are not within the scope of the Complaint. 
The Olcotts sought to avoid liability under the First MSJ by 
claiming that the motion was based on coverage provided pursuant to 
the Second Application, whereas the Complaint was based on coverage 
provided pursuant to the First Application.4 Truck Insurance 
Exchange expressly based its Second MSJ on the facts as the Olcotts 
admitted them in response to the First MSJ. But in an attempt to 
have their cake and eat it too, the Olcotts now reverse their 
4
 The Olcotts stated in connection with the First MSJ that 
the "complaint sues for payments due on the r6572-64-73] policy, a 
policy issued by plaintiff for a period of up to 69 days. As the 
material facts and exhibits above clearly show, there is no 
question as to those facts.11 (R. at 278, emphasis added.) The 
Olcotts then stated that the First MSJ addressed another policy 
based on the Second Application, which policy "was not pled in its 
complaint." Id., emphasis added. 
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position and claim that the Second MSJ was based on coverage 
provided pursuant to the First Application, whereas the Complaint 
was based coverage provided pursuant to the Second Application.5 
It is the Olcotts that are confused, not the trial court. 
The fact is that although there were two applications, only 
one policy number was assigned to the Olcotts.6 The only 
difference to the Olcotts is that based on their underwriting risk, 
they would receive the requested coverage under Policy No. 6572-64-
73 either at preferred rates from Truck Insurance Exchange or at 
standard rates from another member of the Farmers Insurance Group, 
in this case, Farmers Insurance Exchange. 
The concept is very simple and straight forward. Coverage was 
provided and a premium was earned.7 The Olcotts admit that the 
Complaint alleges and that they, in fact, received coverage under 
5
 The Olcotts argue that: 
Plaintiff's first summary judgment motion, filed January 
3, 1991, asked for judgment based on the second insurance 
application, referenced in Plaintiff's Complaint. 
Plaintiff's second summary judgment motion (the subject 
of this appeal), filed December 11, 1991, asked for 
judgment based on the first application, which was not 
the basis of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
(Appellants' Brief at 9-10, emphasis added.) 
6
 See e.g., the policy number on: (i) both applications (R. 
at 244 {Tab A} and 251 {Tab D}); (ii) the cancellation notice under 
the First Application (R. at 255 {Tab C}); and (iii) the notice of 
premiums due under the Second Application (R. at 259 {Tab F}). 
7
 A premium is earned when risk attaches. "The premium paid 
by the insured and the peril assumed by the insurer are 
correlative, inseparable from each other, it being their union 
which constitutes the essence of the contract." 5 Couch on 
Insurance 2d, § 30:3 (1984). 
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Policy No. 6572-64-73 for 69 days. (See e.g., R. at 278.) If the 
Olcotts had suffered a loss during this period, Truck Insurance 
Exchange would have been legally liable for coverage pursuant to 
the terms of Policy No. 6572-64-73. Truck Insurance Exchange is 
therefore entitled to the balance of its earned premium. The trial 
court clearly recognized this in its ruling (R. at 512-513, 
particularly JJ 1, 3, 5 {Tab J}.) The Olcotts' assertion that the 
Complaint does not state a claim upon which the Second MSJ could be 
granted is wholly without merit. 
B. The trial court's findings and award of summary judgment 
are supported by the record which includes unopposed 
affidavits, undisputed statements of fact, and the 
relevant documents. 
The Olcotts admit that on or about November 30, 1984, they 
applied for insurance coverage with Truck Insurance Exchange. 
(Appellants' Brief at 5, f 1.) It is undisputed that coverage was 
provided by Truck Insurance Exchange to the Olcotts pursuant to the 
First Application under Policy No. 6572-64-73 from November 30, 
1984 to February 6, 1985.8 It has never been disputed that a 
premium was earned for that same period. 
The factual dispute centered on the whether coverage was 
extended to April 30, 1985 by the Second Application and on how the 
8
 The First Application is in the Record at 244 {Tab A}. The 
information as to the issuing company, the policy number, and the 
effective date is at the top of page 244. The cancellation notice 
associated with the First Application and repeatedly relied upon by 
the Olcotts clearly evidences that the Olcotts received insurance 
coverage from Truck Insurance Exchange under Policy No. 6572-64-73 
through February 6, 1985. (R. at 255 {Tab C}, 463-464.) See also 
the Olcotts7 own argument before the trial court (R. at 278) and 
their Statement of Facts on appeal (Appellants' Brief at 5, 55 1 
and 5). 
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premiums should be calculated. For the purposes of its First MSJ, 
Truck Insurance Exchange conceded that coverage did not extend 
beyond February 6, 1985, but asserted that the standard or higher 
rates were applicable pursuant to the Second Application. Under 
this scenario, the amount of unpaid, earned premiums was calculated 
to be $1,290.23. (R. at 231, Point I.) The First MSJ was denied 
because of factual issues as to the validity of the Second 
Application. 
Truck Insurance Exchange then conceded for the purposes of its 
Second MSJ all of the material factual issues raised by the Olcotts 
in opposing the First MSJ, i.e., that the Second Application was 
invalid, that the period of coverage ended February 6, 1985, and 
that the Olcotts were entitled to coverage at the preferred or 
lower rates under the First Application. Under this scenario, the 
amount of unpaid, earned premiums was calculated to be $367.21. 
(R. at 385-395.) Truck Insurance Exchange's affidavits filed in 
support of its motions containing the premium calculations are 
unopposed. 
The Olcotts have admitted: (1) that they received coverage 
under Policy No. 6572-64-73 for 69 days beginning on November 30, 
1984 and ending on February 6, 1985 when coverage pursuant to the 
First Application was terminated (R. at 278) ; (2) that they paid 
only $552.59 for that coverage (Appellants' Brief at 5, fl 4) ; and 
(3) that the premium listed on the Prematic Financing Agreement was 
only an "estimated" premium (Appellants' Brief at 5, f 2 and at 
14 
I I ) . 9 
Truck Insurance Exchange presented evidence by affidavit that 
the actual premiums for the 69 days of undisputed coverage were 
$919.80/° calculated pursuant to the lowest possible rates that 
Truck Insurance Exchange was authorized by the State of Utah to 
charge for customers in Utah. (R. at 396 {Tab I}.)11 Therefore, 
under the facts and circumstances viewed in the light most 
favorable to the Olcotts, a $367.21 premium was still owed by the 
Olcotts to Truck Insurance Exchange after deducting the Olcotts' 
payments of $552.59.12 These facts of record all clearly support 
the trial court's grant of Truck Insurance Exchange's Second MSJ. 
On the other hand, the Olcotts suggest that the trial court 
misunderstood the facts because it found that the Olcotts were 
notified that they were not eligible for the preferred rates but 
that they could be insured under a higher rate by an affiliate 
9
 In support of this statement, the Olcotts erroneously cite 
page 244 of the Record, which is the First Application. The 
correct Record citation is page 248 {Tab B}, which is the Prematic 
Financing Agreement and contains the estimated premiums and the 
handwritten word "Estimate." 
10
 This amount includes a require $60.00 membership fee and a 
$3.00 service charge for the optional "budget" payment plan that 
was selected. 
11
 The rates and calculations presented by this affidavit were 
never challenged by the Olcotts prior to the entry of final 
judgment. In fact, the only opposing affidavit filed by the 
Olcotts was the affidavit of Glade M. Terry, a purported 
handwriting expert. This affidavit addressed only the issue of the 
validity of the Second Application. (R. at 290.) 
12
 The summary judgment standard of no genuine issues of 
material fact has been met. The Olcotts' argument to the contrary 
in Section IV of their brief is merely a bald assertion. 
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company and that a policy was later issued by that affiliate. 
(Appellants' Brief at 19-20, referencing R. at 512, 5 2 {Tab J}.) 
The Olcotts erroneously claim that this finding is 
contradicted by the Notice of Cancellation. (R. at 255 {Tab C}.) 
The Olcotts, in so claiming, blindly overlook the very next page in 
the Record which is a letter to the Olcotts dated February 25, 1985 
which contains each of the facts cited by the trial court in its 
finding. (R. at 256 {Tab E}.) Moreover, since the summary 
judgment granted is based upon the preferred or lower rates, notice 
regarding other available coverage at the standard or higher rates 
is immaterial in any event. The Olcotts' argument is also 
disingenuous because it is inconsistent with Facts 9 and 11 in 
Appellants' Brief (at page 6) and with all of their arguments 
concerning the second policy. 
C. The amount of damages initially awarded in the 
preliminary ruling is not evidence of a substantive 
misunderstanding on the part of the trial court. 
The Olcotts claim that the clearest evidence that the trial 
court did not understand what it was doing was the fact that the 
trial court's preliminary ruling awarded the amount of damages 
alleged in the Complaint ($2,315.39) rather than the amount of 
damages requested in Truck Insurance Exchange's Second MSJ 
($367.21). This was, at most, nothing more than a harmless 
clerical error. 
Clerical errors are correctable at any time pursuant to Rule 
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60(a), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.13 Clerical errors are 
distinguished from judicial errors, which are not subject to the 
provisions of Rule 60(a), as errors in recordation of a judgment as 
opposed to errors in rendering the judgment. Lindsay v. Atkin, 68 0 
P.2d 401 (Utah 1984). 
Obviously, the best evidence as to which type of error this 
was is the trial court's own explanation of what happened. Lindsay 
at 4 02 (correction must reflect intent of the court). The Record 
shows that nine days after the preliminary ruling on the Second MSJ 
was filed (R. at 513-514), the Olcotts submitted a motion for new 
trial, specifically arguing that the amount of the award was 
incorrect (R. at 516-517). Truck Insurance Exchange pointed out in 
its response that the trial court could correct this error by 
either using the correct amount in its final ruling or by ordering 
a remittitur. (R. at 527.) The trial court was thus directly 
confronted with this error. The trial court's response, upon due 
consideration, was to deny the Olcotts' motion and to cause 
judgment to be entered. (R. at 541.) 
Truck Insurance Exchange then submitted a proposed Summary 
Judgment form with the correct amount of damages. The Olcotts 
immediately objected thereto, arguing that it was not in accord 
with the preliminary ruling as to the amount of damages. (R. at 
551-553.) The trial court was thus forced to again reconsider the 
13
 "Clerical mistakes in judgments, orders or other parts of 
the record and errors therein arising from oversight or omission 
may be correct by the court at any time on its own initiative or on 
motion of any party ... ." 
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same issue. In response, the trial court entered final Summary 
Judgment against the Olcotts for $3 67.21, the correct amount as 
sought by Truck Insurance Exchange in its Second MSJ. (R. at 54 6-
548, see particularly f 5 and judgment section {Tab L}.) In 
addition, the trial court issued a memorandum at the same time 
explaining to the parties that after reviewing the issue again, 
"the Court is still convinced that plaintiff has a right to 
judgment for the amount of premium earned" and rejected the issues 
raised by the Olcotts. (R. at 556 {Tab M}.) 
The trial court therefore knowingly and deliberately signed 
the Summary Judgment with the correct amount and painstakingly 
issued an accompanying memorandum which stated that Truck Insurance 
Exchange was entitled to its unpaid, earned premiums as awarded in 
the Summary Judgment. (R. at 546 {Tab L}, 556 {Tab M}.) This is 
ample evidence by both word and deed that the trial court intended 
to award $367.21 as the amount of unpaid, earned premiums and the 
amount cited in the preliminary ruling was harmless and correctable 
clerical error.14 The Olcotts have presented no evidence that it 
was anything else. 
However, this Court does not even need to look to the nature 
of the error because the error was in a preliminary ruling and not 
14
 Should the Olcotts think otherwise, it is interesting to 
note the Olcotts are guilty of the exact same type of error. The 
Olcotts have on several occasions referred to one amount when 
actually intending to refer to another. For example, the Olcotts 
consistently state that the First MSJ sought an award of $2,315.3 9 
(see e.g., R. at 515-517 and 534; Appellants' Brief at 6, f 14 and 
7, f5 15 & 17) when in fact the First MS J sought an award of 
$1,290.23 (R. at 231 and 234). 
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in the actual judgment or order of the court. Rulings, whether 
written or oral, are merely notice to the parties of the court's 
intended decision.15 They are non-binding upon the court and may 
be changed, corrected, or revoked at will by the court prior to the 
issuance of the actual order or judgment.16 The trial court, after 
repeated consideration of this very issue, deliberately entered 
Summary Judgment specifying the correct amount of damages, i.e., 
the $3 67.21 requested in Truck Insurance Exchange's Second MS J 
rather than the $2,315.39 sought in the Complaint. This is the 
document that is binding. Again, the Olcotts have not alleged, and 
indeed cannot allege based upon the facts and record before this 
Court, any grounds for claiming that the trial court did not 
understand the facts at the time that the Summary Judgment was 
entered. 
D. The refinements in the language between the preliminary 
Ruling and the Summary Judgment entered are not evidence 
of substantial misunderstanding on the part of the trial 
court. 
The Olcotts assert that language changes between the 
preliminary Ruling and the Summary Judgment as finally entered were 
15
 An opinion or memorandum of decision "foreshadows how the 
judge intends to dispose of the case." Cyclopedia of Fed. Proc. § 
35.07 (1991). See also Taormino v. Denny, 463 P.2d 711, 714 (Cal. 
1970) (judgment need not conform with memorandum opinion because 
the latter "is merely an informal statement of the views of the 
trial judge."). 
16
 See e.g., Moon Lake Water Users Assoc, v. Hansen, 535 P.2d 
1262, 1266 (Utah 1978) (when in conflict, "formal findings of fact 
and judgment supersede the prior decision of the trial court"); 4 6 
Am. Jur. 2d, Judgments, §5 (1969) ("the court's determination of 
the rights of the party does not become final until a judgment 
embodying them has been approved"). 
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"significant" and are evidence of the trial court's lack of 
understanding of this case. Specifically, the Olcotts cite changes 
in terminology such as "earned premium" and "preferred risk" being 
substituted for "unpaid portion of the insurance premium" and 
"lower risk" respectively. (See Appellants' Brief at 20-21.) 
These changes are nothing more than use of standard terms of art in 
the insurance industry. They are in no way the devious and 
substantive changes that the Olcotts suggest. The trial court 
adopted these changes, stating in its Memorandum accompanying the 
Summary Judgment, that although its preliminary ruling "might not 
have been the most articulate, nevertheless the Court is still 
convinced that plaintiff has a right to judgment for the amount of 
premiums earned ... ." (R. at 556 {Tab M}.) This can hardly be 
construed to establish substantive incompetence on the part of the 
trial court. 
E. The trial court's review and determination of this matter 
on three separate occasions leaves no doubt as to its 
understanding of and position on the matter. 
The Record establishes that the trial court reviewed this 
matter on at least three separate occasions. The first was at the 
hearing on the Second MSJ. (See e.g., the trial court's Ruling, R. 
at 512 {Tab J}.) The second occasion was the Olcotts' motion for 
a new trial. (R. at 544 {Tab K}.) The third occasion was the 
Olcotts' objection to the proposed Summary Judgment. (R. at 556 
{Tab M}.) In each case, the trial court stated that it had 
reviewed the matter as originally briefed and argued and as 
subsequently briefed. And in each case, the trial court came to 
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the same conclusion, that its determination was correct. There is 
no evidence anywhere in the record suggesting that the trial court 
did not understand, especially after its third time through the 
matter. Instead, the tenor of the last Memorandum is indicative of 
the trial courts displeasure at having to re-review and re-decide 
the matter because the Olcotts are unwilling to let the matter go. 
II. THE "ESTIMATED" RATES IN THE PREMATIC FINANCING AGREEMENT ARE 
NOT APPLICABLE. 
Recognizing that premiums were earned, the Olcotts argue that 
the calculation of premiums due should be based on the "estimated" 
premium in the Prematic Financing Agreement, rather than on the 
legal rates as determined by Truck Insurance Exchange's 
underwriters. Significantly, the Olcotts continue to ignore the 
fact that the First Application did not specify any premiums when 
it was signed by John Olcott and submitted to Truck Insurance 
Exchange. (R. at 398, 5 9 {Tab I}.) The estimated premium listed 
in the Prematic Financing Agreement is simply that — an estimate. 
The estimate was lower than that determined by the underwriters 
based on the nature of the risk sought to be insured and using the 
rates authorized and approved by the State of Utah. Utah's 
Insurance Code that was effective in 1984-1985 required that 
insurance rates be submitted to, and approved by, the Insurance 
Commissioner. (Utah Code Ann. § 31-18-7.) Under the applicable 
statutes, insurers are prohibited from over-charging or under-
charging (§ 31-18-1(2)a.) or charging rates or premiums which 
discriminate between "insurants or subjects of insurance having 
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substantially like insuring risk and exposure factors or expense 
elements... .M (§ 31-27-22.)17 Therefore, the estimate used in 
the Prematic Financing Agreement was inaccurate and could not have 
been legally used in any event. These facts are not disputed by 
the Olcotts and they Olcotts completely fail to address this point 
on appeal. 
The estimated premium is also inapplicable because it was 
contained in an agreement between the Olcotts and Prematic Service 
Corporation, a third party which provides financing of premiums. 
The Olcotts argue that the estimated rate in the Prematic Financing 
Agreement became binding upon Truck Insurance Exchange by the 
passage of 3 0 days without notice of other rates. That argument is 
based on the concluding clause of the Prematic Financing Agreement 
which reads as follows: 
This Budget Agreement shall have no effect until it is 
accepted by the Prematic Service Corporation at its 
Regional Office. If rejection of application is not 
received by customer within 3 0 days after date, 
acceptance is presumed. 
(R. at 248 {Tab B}.) This clause addresses when the Agreement 
becomes effective. It makes no reference to the premium setting 
function, which is performed independently by the insurance 
company's underwriters, and cannot be read to do so. 
On the other hand, paragraph 4 of the Agreement authorizes 
Prematic to adjust the required monthly payment "in the event of 
17
 See also U.C.A. § 31-18-1(2). These provisions are still 
contained in the Insurance Code as substantially revised in 1986. 
See e.g., Utah Code Ann. §§ 31A-19-201(1), 201(4), 203(1)(a), and 
203(3)(c) (1991). 
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changes of coverage or rates ordered either by the customer or the 
insurance company." The rates are not determined until after the 
policy is underwritten and the appropriate risks are determined. 
In this case, the underwriters determined that the Olcotts 
qualified for the standard risk rates. (R. at 256 {Tab E}.) These 
rates were given to Prematic and were incorporated into the monthly 
statement from Prematic, obviously pursuant to paragraph 4 of the 
Agreement. (R. at 257, Prematic Statement for March 1985 showing 
monthly premium of $572.08 on policy No. 6572-64-73 issued by 
Farmers Insurance Exchange at standard rates.) Determination of 
actual rates based on the underwriting process clearly comes within 
the scope of paragraph 4 of the Agreement. 
Because of the factual dispute associated with the 
applicability of the standard or higher rates, the Second MSJ used 
the preferred or lowest rates that Truck Insurance Exchange could 
legally charge. Thus, the earned premium that Truck Insurance 
Exchange sought to recover in its Second MSJ was based on the 
shortest possible period of time that coverage was in effect and on 
the lowest possible rates.18 
The Olcotts cite Allston Finance Co. v. Hanover Insurance Co., 
463 N.E.2d 562 (Mass. App. 1984) as support for the proposition 
that an estimated premium in a premium financing agreement is 
binding upon the insurer. However, Allston actually supports Truck 
18
 The Olcotts obviously were not given notice of these rates 
when it was determined that they didn't qualify for them. However, 
had they qualified, these rates would have become the applicable 
rates under paragraph 4 of the Agreement. 
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Insurance Exchange's position. That court noted that pursuant to 
language in the financing agreement, payments could only be 
adjusted "as a result of a change in premium charges by the 
insurance underwriter" Allston at 563. The court further stated 
that rates are revision, even retroactive revision, based on state 
law. Id. Finally, the court remanded the case for determination 
of the applicable rates and whether estoppel principles applied to 
the higher premium rates sought. Id. at 564. 
The limitation clause in paragraph 4 of the Prematic Financing 
Agreement is broader that the one in Allston and Truck Insurance 
Exchange is seeking reimbursement at the lowest rates authorized by 
law rather than at higher rates. The Olcotts therefore have 
established no basis for making the estimated rate binding on Truck 
Insurance Exchange as a third party to the Prematic Financing 
Agreement and the trial court properly rejected any such claim. 
III. THE ISSUES AS TO THE SECOND APPLICATION ARE NOT PROPERLY 
BEFORE THIS COURT BECAUSE THEY WERE EXPRESSLY CONCEDED FOR THE 
PURPOSES OF TRUCK INSURANCE EXCHANGED SECOND SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MOTION. 
Section II of the Appellants' Brief addresses coverage based 
on the Second Application. Truck Insurance Exchange's Second MSJ 
is based solely upon the First Application and all of the issues 
relating to the Second Application were conceded for the purposes 
of the Second MSJ. (See R. at 385-395, particularly at 390.) 
Thus, Section II of the Appellants' Brief and the related arguments 
interspersed throughout that are moot and warrant no further 
discussion. 
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IV. THE ISSUE OF THE TIMELINESS OF THE CLAIM FOR $367.21 IS NOT 
PROPERLY BEFORE THIS COURT BECAUSE IT WAS NOT TIMELY RAISED 
AND PRESERVED BELOW. 
The Olcotts argue for the first time after summary judgment 
was granted in favor of Truck Insurance Exchange that Truck 
Insurance Exchange is barred by public policy and the doctrine of 
laches from claiming that $367.21 was due under the First 
Application as unpaid, earned premiums. Aside from the fact that 
notice of a lesser included claim obviously need not be given when 
the overall claim is in dispute, this issue cannot be heard on 
appeal because the Olcotts failed to raise and preserve it below. 
"It is axiomatic that matters not presented to the trial court 
may not be raised for the first time on appeal." Franklin 
Financial v. New Empire Development Co. , 659 P.2d 1040, 1044 (Utah 
1983), citations omitted. "Issues raised for the first time in 
post-judgment motions are [also] raised too late to be reviewed on 
appeal." Id. at 104 5, citations omitted. Therefore, the issues as 
to the timeliness of asserting the claim for $367.21 is not 
reviewable at this stage of the proceedings. 
CONCLUSION 
In the words of a character in William Shakespeare's Hamlet: 
"Me thinks the [Olcotts] doth protest too much." The trial court 
clearly understood the issues before it, particularly on its third 
review when it entered the final Summary Judgment. The court's 
determination was based on undisputed facts well supported by the 
Record. Coverage was provided and premiums earned. Premiums were 
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calculated at the legally authorized rates most favorable to the 
Olcotts. No dispute exists as to any material fact. Therefore 
Truck Insurance Exchange is entitled to judgment, as a matter of 
law, for the unpaid balance of its earned premiums in the amount of 
$3 67.21. The trial court's judgment should be affirmed and this 
appeal dismissed. 
DATED this 5th day of October, 1993. 
cms/// aA*^*,**** _ 
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-/*- or limit | -
Oweit Mod. limits, Q $500 Q $1000 He. ef Occepenciot 
Name* of Co-Parhson 
desiring coverage)., . 
How many acre* 
of feno property P _ . c. Any W a l l Q Yea Q No Describes 
f amlVy Mem Wen ftottdente Modkel ••ymeete (attach Us* UmlHi Q | M 0 QS .OOO 
e n rVemlvei M ^ - H ' - h t 
Totil Premises I Operslbns l l« | lilt f 1 
SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT APPLIES TO TRUCK INSURANCE IXCHANOI OR FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE ONLY 
for and in consideration of Hio benefit* lo bo derived therefrom tho Subscriber covenant! and agrees with Hie Exchange indicated on Hie front of ihh applic^ 
Hon *n4 other subscriber* thereto through thtlr and each of Hielr atlor»ey>in-fact, the Truck Underwriter! Association for the Truck Insurance Exchange *nd Farms^. 
Underwriter! Anociation for tho Farmers Insurance Exchange, to exchange with all other subscribers' policies of insurance or reiniurance containing such terms »nd cogc 
ditiont therein at may bo tpectfied by said «ttor«ey«U-U«t and approved by the Ioard of Governori or iti Executive Committee for any Ion intured against, and au'S 
scriber hereby designates, comtitutei and appoint! said Association to be atlorneyln-fect for subscriber, granting to It power to substitute another In iti place, and £ 
tubicriber'i name, place and itead to do all things which the subscriber or subscribers might or could do severally or Jointly with reference to all policial i t iu td , Uv 
eluding cancellation thereof, collection and receipt of all monies due the Exchange from whatever source and disbursement of all loss and expense paymtnti, eHeS 
reiniurance and all other acts incidental to the management of the Exchange and the buiinen of Inler-lmurancej subscriber further agrees that there shall be paid i$ 
said Anociation, as compensation for Its becoming and acting as attorney-in-fact, the membership feet and twenty per centum of Hie Premium Deposit for the insurance 
provided and twenty per centum of Hie premlumi required for continuance thereof. *| 
The remaining portion of the Premium Oeposlt and of additional term payments made by or on behalf of the subscriber shall be applied to the payment of l o u t ; 
and expenses and to the establishment of reserves and general surplus. Such reserves »nd surplus may be Invested and reinvested by a Ioard of Governors dufp 
elected by and from subscribers in accordance with provisions of policies Issued, which Ioard or Its Executive Committee or an agent or agency appointed by written 
luthoriry of said Executive Committee shall have full powers to negotiate purchases, sales, trades, exchanges and transfers of Investments, properties, titles en£ 
iecurltiei. together with full powers to execute all necessary Instruments. The expenses above referred to shall include all taxes, license feet, attorney!' fees ant; 
tdiustment expenses and charges, expenses of members' »nd governors' meetings, agents' commissions, *nd such other specified feet, dues $nd expemei »u max 
>e authorised by the Ioard of Governors, AH other expense! Incurred In connection with the conduct of the Exchange and such of the above expentet ai shall Iron] 
ime to time be agreed upon by *n4 between Hie AstocUtlon and the Ioard of Governors or its Executive Committee shall be borne by the Association. 
The principal office of the Exchange »n4 its attorney-in-fact shait be maintained in the City of los Angeles, County of los Angeles, State of California. 
This agreement can be signed upon any number of counterparts with the same effect as if the signatures of all subscribers were upon one and the samt 
nttrument, $n4 shall be binding upon Hie parties thereto, severally and ratably as provided in policies Issued. Wherever the word 'subscriber* Is used the same shal 
*<t4* members of the Exchange, the subscriber hereto, and all other subscribers to this or any other like agreement. 
Any polky Issued hereon shall be non-assessable. 
Jo Company boa decl ined, cancelled, declined to r e n e w or refused Insurance of tho typo appl ied for or served notice off I t i Intention to do t o , except 
ia atatod herelnt f have road alt tho p a g e * of thia application one) declare tho facts stated to bo true and request tho Exchange to issue tho Inawrancs 
ippllod for and any ronowala thoroof 1st rollanco thoroon. 
This Is my authority to cancel Policy # -
ubecribed to. XijteJsL of the Farmers, Eire or Truck Insurance Exchange or Mid-Century Insurance Company effective on^ihp effective date of me £ow policy applied for and any credit shouli be applies! 
HONft Svsineu. 
*vious Insurance Co. 




1. list all drivers by 
name (first-mlddlo-lasr} Operator's license No., State 
lUikfste 














" MJNTH IUJUC1 


















LIST OF CUSTOMERS INSURANCE POLICIES TO BE PLACED O N M O N T H L Y PAYMENT PLAN • 
/ B » C«e« Required 
iryV? \k\7 
MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN • 













MO I OAY I YR 
RfNEWAlDATE 
M O I OAY I YR 
TfRM 
MONTHS) 








£ s&. m t 2j mmm w'f^mA '<efo m42- A K /ff'CC 
\?Sf-/A*rm ht 
-L. O . 
il / J 
yfn 1 
C CHECK PLAN 
i vo ided check \ 
uthonzot ion c o r d / 
NB—New But., CR-Current R«ix# 
R€-R«trotaf«m«nt. NR—Neat Ren. 





KO€ KOC DEPOSIT DATE 
MO. OAY 
^ ^ / *^~f— TOTAL MONTHLY PREMIUM 
TYPE TOTAl AMT RECO. I MONTHS DEPOSIT PREMIUM (Must Equal Monthly Premium! J y*£? .£ £ 




TOTAL 7 M O N T H S PREMIUM 
A N D SERVICE CHARGE PAID 
/r?. *Js 
?< T 
MAKE CHECK PAYABIE TO PREMATIC SERVICE 
B^fheck D c a s h 
m^>^ 
.-ustomer hereby appoints Prematic Service Corporat ion as his agent 
f monthly p a y m e n t of p remiums on a i l e l ig ib le policies listed above£ 
a those e l ig ib le policies a p p l i e d for in the future dur ing the tenure 
jreement. 
CONSIDERATION OF THE AGREEMENTS HEREINAFTER SET FORTH BY 
C SERVICE CORPORATION, THE CUSTOMER A G R 2 S : 
ice on deposit w i t h Prematic Service Corporation a sum equa l to two 
premium payments, pr ior to the effective or r e n e w a l da te of m e 
r policies budgeted for monthly p remium payments at the inception 
a g r e e m e n t in addi t ion to o n e months Prematic Service Corporat ion 
charge as set forth o n the reverse side hereof. 
^establish the deposit p r e m i u m each succeeding month dur ing the t ime 
Homer's policies a r e in force by making a n addi t iona l payment of a 
jual to o n e months p r e m i u m , as b i l ledJn addi t ion to the service charge 
forth on the reverse side hereof . 
authorize the Prematic Service Corporation t o t o d d other e l ig ib le a n d 
ip policies, if any . n o w in force to this monthly p r e m i u m budget a g r e e -
by the payment of o n e months premium deposit o n such policy, as 
, in the month prior to the r e n e w a l o £ t h e policy a n d addi t ional monthly 
ents as bi l led in e a c h succeeding mqnth. 
authorize the Prematic Service Corporation to proper ly adjust the monthly 
turn deposit collected e a c h monthNn 9>tm\t of changes of coverage or 
ordered either by the customer or the insurance company . 
select o n e of the fo l lowing t w o methods of collecting t he monthly deposit 
service chorges by mark ing ( X ) in the box by the m e t h o d selected a n d 
bide by the procedure a n d regulations set up to govern that method a n d 
o y * t h e service charges specif ied for the method chosen; a l l as set forth 
rhe bock of this a g r e e m e n t 
AGREEMENT 
I N CONSIDERATION OF THE AGREEMENTS SET FORTH I N BEHAIF OF CUS-
TOMER, THE PREMATIC SERVICE CORPORATION AGREES: 
1 . Upon receipt of payment of the initial deposit to pay each insurance com-
pany a sum equa l to one months premium on or before the ef fect ive d a t e 
or renewa l d a t e of each policy. The balance of the sum wi l l b e he ld as a 
deposit for the advance payment of the monthly premium d u e o n e month 
after the ef fect ive or r e n e w a l da te shown on e a c h policy. 
2. Addit ional payment* wi l l b e m o d e e a c h month by Prematic Service Corpo-
ration on or before the monthly r e n e w a l da te to the extent that the customer 
has re-established his deposit by mak ing regular monthly payments. 
3. To indemnify aad hold hormiess the customer against any loss suffered d\tm 
to any error or omission by the Prematic Service Corporation (a) In foiling to 
pay premiums du9 to the extent of funds actually collected from the cus-
tomer; (b) in failing^o present the check for payment to the customer's bank 
or in failing to molt a bill to the customer In accordance with its agreements 
as contained herein. 
It is understood, however, that if the check is presented and dishonored 
for any reason and the payment of the monthly deposit is not otherwise 
paid, or if the monthly deposit is not paid after a bill has been properfy 
moiled to customer, the Prematic Service Corporation assumes no respon-
sibility for the lapse of coverage or cancellation of a policy or policies covered 
under this Budget Agreement 
This Budget Agreement shall hove no effect until it is accepted by the 
Prematic Service Corporation at its Regional Office. 
If refection of application is not received by customer within X> days after 
date, acceptance isj 
toture 
r*«i*c*s iNSuwANcfictouP WcJir " . / jrJ 
v& % 
TabC 
NOTICE O l 
This notice / W t 
CANCELLATION 
is issued by: L J The Exchonge or Company designated on the reverse side as number „ 
a. 
Date. 







INFORMATION FOR MORTGAGEE ONLY 
(H d»ff«r««t from Imwrwft oddrau thewn b«4ow) 
Insured JOHM S BETTY OLCOTT 
D S A : J B ' S PEPPED TftEfi KAJUCET 
175 EAST 800 NORTH 
OREM UT 8*057 
* If iwrt | i • • • p*f* pfwlum. 
Mortgag** (wrap t In Kansas 
wisera reftmol nee noon moiled 
to Hie Insured). 
POIICY C* AfPllCATION NUM6CR 
6572 S* 73 
AG€NTSNUMS£t 
76 09 170 
CANOUATION DATE 
2-6-15 
SffUNO Oft AMOUNT DUE 
(* ANY) SEE BaOW 
As you know, each Insurance Company has its own engibility rules which govern the type of 
risk it insures. This means that an individual may be eligible for insurance in one company 
but not necessarily in another. 
A review of your insurance has shown that it does not conform with our present rules. 
Therefore, your insurance is cancelled effective at 12:00 NOON (12:01 A.M. in California, 
Oregon, Texas and fire policies In Arkansas, Washington and Idaho) on the cancellation 
date shown. 
D Amount due reflects any mnpaid premium for the time your policy was .£ 
force. 
D Refund attached reflects any excess premium due you because of thi$ 
cancellation. 
Undoubtedly you will wish to place your insurance coverage elsewhere so this notice shoulf| 
allow you sufficient time to do so before your coverage terminates with the Exchange or 
Company on the date indicated. 
IMPORTANT NOTK3 TO KANSAS POUCYHOlDflS (Applicable onfy to automobile insurance cancellation*): Finan-
cial security for every motor vehicle covered by the policy is required to be maintained continuously throughout the 
registration period. The operation of any such motor vehicle without maintaining continuous financial security 
therefor is a class B misdemeanor and the registration for any such motor vehicle for which continuous financial 
security is not provided is subject to suspension and the driver's license of the owner thereof is subject to suspension. 







s i * * - . 
- c \ 
tomato of InaWiduof 
Your interest can be protected by securing other coverage. Protection of your interest ceases under the policy or ap-
plication numbered above as soon as other coverage is obftainad,but in any m^mnt not later than 12*09 NOON (I fcei 
AJA. la CeJtfoaUe. Oregon, Texas and fire eoPdes la Arkansas. Waewfcnjton end Idaho) on the cancellation data 
specified above. 
2*431* 1242 11291/900 ST *-jfjfflgp>— HINT© *4 U.1A. #>S Of PtCICOPY 
/i/K 
TabD 




Applicant V - J L 
lecetlee 
'J OIA, If • « y _ w . _ _ . _ 
A d d r e u _ X -
tocition. if other CITY l iti
Then Address Above 
rytsy 
,§ j£ . : I STATC I OIOT. I X«#4?' i l ; 
mltled JZ£ *3-
   • •• 'eg.**** ' ' ' y ? ' ' ' * 
IfflCTIVt Mtgj+JZ / / jtp £l/lQ // $Q 9$U«4 .1 Ms»H Cfl ft*** Cm* A* V 
*^ T I M T * MOhTH DAY Y t A l / MCVlTH OAY YEA* S> 
is Df l 'ndu 
> AL1IED 
The applicant i 
FIRE AND 
iividual D Co-Partnershlp (Nam* «ll partners above) Q Corporation Q Otber_ 
, Cord or 
L I N E S | t < U Reference . P«g« # U«« # . 
D Sprlnklered 
O NoaSprlnUoeod 
Complete only when ' All Risk" Policy It written on Contents (Ret. 4 or 6) Alto complete V I I—9, 10, I I ond 11 on Page 3. 
a Reporting form—Specify Amount of Insurance $ i t any other mercantile * warehouse location 
declared at the inception of this Insurance. 
b. Applicable for Reporting or Non-Reporting Forms—Property *l locations not owned, leasee1, operated er regularly weed) by Hie 
insured, except property listed above $ In Hie aggregate at eH locations, net Re eaceed 






— _ f \ one locatUp. ini  li i  i em
i-^-e (h ( .S ta te -
AddresuNo. . 
City 21. 
- C e d e . 
riretewe 
(Mine, eery) 
Ne. el Units 
entvl 




The Cempeny's l iabi l i ty *•* neon signs end) le t ter ing for which values e re state*! by specific H e m , shall be determined m§ fol lowat 
THt LIMIT OR THI COMPANY'S I I A I I L I T T IS THI ACTUAL CASH VALUI OR THI M O P I R T T AT T H I T I M l A N T LOSS OR O A M A O I OCCURS. TH I LOSS OR 0 A M -
A G I SHALL I I ASCIRTAINIO OR ISTIMATIO ACCOROINO TO SUCH ACTUAL CASH VALUI W I T H PROPIR OIOUCTION FOR DIPRIC IAT ION, H O W I V I R CAUSID, 
AW) SHALL I N N O I V I N T I X C I I O WHAT IT WOULD T H I N COST TO RIPAIR OR RIPLACI THI S A M I W I T H MATIRIAL OF LHCIJUNH A /4sWVHLITT NOR I X -
C U P THt LIMIT OR L IA l l l lTY STATID I N T H I APPLICATION, W H I C H ! V I R IS THt LISSIR AMOUNT. 
I No of i letter Dim. I Greater Dm. , _ . .. . . , . , , . . . . 





7i-« hrlr**2.9 CflftCeA f?*njtJSL 
f ••CleYr | I . , . I Premium 
i- JV V S^-r,. PQfi: m 59 
Utfnwg—Oeicrlbe \ Value 
ANKA 
Territory C e d e . . TerrllorUI MulHpllee ? / s V % 
MedtrWd Olass Prom. 
•^•r/r/'o 
7 It repairing and replacing of frames to be insured lor more than $73? O Tes I I Yes shew 4 • 1 $ 
3 l» rei* ving »i*6 replacing of obstructions to be ^ t u r d / ^ f A J ^ ^ ^ f l ^ y D Yea If Yes shew easeent $ 
4. Are temporary repairs to be Insured for mere Hue $75? 
ANDREvVr 
O Tea . If Tea i I $ 
f Glass Deductible? Q Yes H g N e
 t W Yes shew t •»$ i-Ll 
* Neon Signs—Deacrlbe D DedeeH! Vesee 
at.oase e-ea isst » 
*u 
"EXHIBIT DM r</ 
iigJjtSA* 
' K 
2. limits $ . 
-/$- ^ *max2G& 
Y\ 
N O T E , __ , _,m it 
- O r forking i 
Q Fire legal Additional Insured? 0 > Y e t Q N « 
W h i n needed, attach * • » « giving noma, 
addreu. relotiomhip to Insured end reo« 
ion for Additional Iniurod Endorsement. 
<j±£AL4S6fiA*PF»€>C 
Q Swimming Pool 
D El co la tori 
Q Perianal Injury 
Q irood form Property Damoge 
HrtA\i 
iSM*V 
liability P s»S 
-2±s± 







3. business PVomlso* Modlcals \ (%t porsoni $10,000 per accident 
"TSiT >^/vr-4. Owners and Contractors Pretext I v a. It «»pll<«nl iwbUls any werk te i«e-ce«trac»e< five eitl»ated teral tve-cefttract ceit fer nest patlcy period $ 
5. Contractual Liability — Hat applicant assumed liability under any typo of contract or «groomont ether than « loesa of 
Prcmitct. Easement not in connection with railroad grade croiiingt, Municipal Ordinance not la connection with work 
far the municipality, Elevator or Escalator Maintenance, or Railroad Sidetrack Agreement!? If to, a copy of the contract 
or agreement muit be iwbmlrted to the policywriting office tor rating. (If grig, contract It forwarded, It will bo r a turned.) 
7^27 
&6 COVEIAOI OSSIIEO fc( YM Q NO 6. FVodvcts or Complotc&V>»oretlent Uab.t Umltt $_ 
_/$-
Jingle , 
r limit J 
Code^ 3BBH#g>7vV 
falot me Receipts 
COVI1AOE D I l l f t l D Q Y I t 
7. foraonal or Farm and] Ranch l labtl l l rry allow 
limits $_ 
-/*- -/*- • * limit $_. 
location*! Ouoit Med. l lmlHi D $500 Q $1000 He. ef Occepaesles 
(U-
<*)-
a. Names of Co-Partner* 
deilring c o v e r a g e . — 
b. How many acres 
of farm pro perry ?____ . c. Any boat! Q Yei Q No Deicrieei-
d. Family Member* tettdenco Medical Payment! (aHach lUl) 
a. Private Reildence 
Employee* Coverage Imervant* (Clan 0913) 
(California Only) L J Number of Employeet. 
Umitii O (500 D 11000 
Owttervantt (Clat* 0912) 
. ( ) Number of Employee 
# ^ i • •—'M ' I f * * e«pleeat»ea of Occasional l e v . ... ) , , , „ „ ,
 4m4 
-l—J ployeei (Clan 0910) F tUultlcatloe cedes. 
Total Pramlie* 4 Operation! liability pram. $_ 
V 1 AUTO COVERAGE 1 
\ i 1 . 
Year 1 
Trade Noma, Typo of lady 
If Trailer, Full or Semi and length 
Full Identification No. | 









l*tt*e«t er Pleeiwre 
Pan **"•• »• Werk— r a
" - One Wev 
C o r
 Mlkii N Werk— 





• I P O 
Fire ond .Theft 
C . A . C " 
Compcchenshp Cor Damage 
Colliiian 
Colliiioa ond Comprehensive 
Uninsured Motorists 
Med. Umiti $ 
1. O w t t t d Awte»i l lmlti $ 
UNIT # 1 | 
O tar. D tat. 
Q Ceemetslsl 
Q Y H O He 





• t o . 
$ * 
pr 1$ ... 
/$ 
UNIT #2 I UNIT #3 1 
1 | 
D Ser. D • • ' 
Q Cemmerclat 
0 Te» D He 










| i > 
r 1$ 
D ftr. a let. 
a v»i a He 










UNIT #4 1 
D $er. Q let. 
D Commercial 
av* a n . 














UNIT #5 1 
D tar. O »•*• 
O Cammerctat 




a Tea ' Q He 













• f t " ^ 
Slngio 
r
 ItmM $ 
UNIT # 4 1 
Q Comekercial j 
D Tea D M . 












UNIT # 7 1 
D ««r. D lot. 
Q Cemmarctat 
D Tea D He 






M » . 
rjk*llJL2 f 1 N J"-
• i n . 'Bsirvra-^ i, -1 
• l ; 
f]t,iiZ7 
5fr I'lja-'vy? ^f$ j R t . 
it » TT"1 3T— 
1' mm. 
$ j * 
\ i 
TOTAl 
^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ 
*««VWomroes VeaJ 
« * « S K W - « r e M c « 
WeJtmt 
(For Tractor TH 
> < ^ 
^ < ^ 
* • • » • mad. aaoAai 
U M by nteliliwi 
ftOJactdof or Vam 
Msa* eaty, —ten 
blfbar me4. I t so, 
V y 
> < y^^ LX 1$ 
i — ^ x * ^ 
L^ **^ ^^ *^ $ 
$ 







Mqii t tetd O w n -
Totol Premium ^ 
5RZ 
I NON OWNIISMIP— COVIIAOI Ol l t t lD Q Y l f Q HO 
a How
 m a n y emplo)ees does b How many of these ire regularly compensated for the 
*pphc»nt employ > use of their personal can on company bmlneao 
14 
3 RARTNtRfW NON-OWNIRIHIR— COVIIAOI OISIIIID Q Yl f Q NO 
a Number of Partners' 
4 H\f4 Avtos COVIIAOI DtStlfD U T i l U NO 
« <pp(i«Wf w t r t t 0 f f tnd aufos or fructs osffmafo coif o f nfrci for oeaY it monfns 
Pass. * 
Cm * J£L , Irmekt $ 
"W 
3 tUt nom»t QUO' oddresses of Mortgogoos, Addltlonot Insureds or Certlncote Holders (Ipoclfy wMtb ooot 
Other Interest AeMross #%mft##ftf W^P0# 
COMPltTC O N I Y ir R A I S I N O I R RATIO V I H I C t l l A R I C O V I R I O . 
Indicote ) | opplicont or ony driver of o possenger rotod vehicle woi involved In 
•ny accicj9niduring past 24 months wnd«r the following circumstances i 0*11 
a lawful), pjrtod Q Yes 
b t « l m b u r t t 4 by, or on behalf of, e person responsible for 
the accident or has )udgment against such person Q Yes 
< Struck by another vehicle «MI« legally stopped for traffic 
or tr*tf,e control device and bat nol boen convicted of a 
moving troffic violation In conjunction with the accldant Q Yas 
d. Hit by a * H u o ^ w 4t\*+t tf t l » Occident It reported * 
the props* pofee authorities wrmlo 14 noun. • Q Y o s -
o Not <«nvlctod of • moving traffic violation In connection 
with tba «tcldeal to t the operator of too otbor automobile) 
Involved I *
 t v C b accldant was convkted of • moving traffk 
violation. Q Ya«_ 
(Identify drive*
 9 f osxb " tos" oniwor oocfor "lemorts") 
VI |»OUlR AND MACHINERY 1 COVIRAOI DISIRID O tt t D NO DO NOT t l M O — S w t m l t fumpl. App. 3 1 - 0 1 •€/" ' 





Melt CUu Premium 
Q Office 1 1 1 D tefailers Crime 
D Partners Agents Q Tires and Twbat In Outside Containers 
b D Oesolme »(%4 Oil In Outside Containers 
L - ig^JgrV Outside fit* Messenger without guard D Messenger with at leait -
_?_ H°m*Jbf Custodian (give nama and address of each parson covered In re marks) 
4 lobbery \nu^ 
HtttiUHoH X X X S'/SSt 
. guards 2J2AM. /£<?£> 
5 Sate fvrgiary 
6 Marc Q p > t , S h x k 
7 
I least one custodian on duty at all times 
A custodian and at least another employee on duty 
Class of Safe 
/**?«»<? 
Coins % _ .Coins, limit $ 
S ! ? ^ Theft D tlanket Q Spoclflc 
Cicvu ever «m«r r-,
 v »-, , . 








ftona) laligioui Property of Clergyman 











9 Protect^ Servicei or De 
S«fe Is iMraUrpreeti er 
flr«ore«f enlyi er Plre 
»reef with lvn)Ur»reef 
Ceeit (state which) 
Q rr«»lm 
a S«fe 
Outer ^ Q ^ 
or Devices (CompHltraTiTlf "AH I! 
Thickness el Steel In 
Each Oeer Esclwslve ef 
lelt Werk (In Inchti) 
pHtanilso If Risk" on contents Is written) ite  
lach Deer Is leelwed 
with e Cemblnetlen er 




/ - Middle 
Total Crlma Pram $. 
Nesae ef lele«k. 





Stete Cest te Insure*, 
Year Purchased, and tf 
New or weed 
Coal I 
Year 





CUis (A lerC) lml«ll ( I . I T 3) Keys With AUf*» Ce 
Underwriters Itheratery tertlflcete 
The late Is 
Within a Vavlt 









10 Will sore than one meitenger have custody of property outtlda the premises? Q Y t i 0 ( N o If **Yns", describe 
11 Hat ar»y omployee committed any frauduUnt or dishonest act In tha service of Hit Insured or olhorwlee? DTYas D No If wVos-. o»pJ*in so ••marks. 
U J s j M s risk located In a inopping center (defined a. a location with at Last five store, and at
 U t t t U#»\% ft of ansa tor aulomobllo parking)? D Y.s 
PREMIUM SUMMARY AND COMPUTATION OR PACKAOE DiS^bUNT ^ 
I Pire A | | „ r f l l w t , | _ 
3 Class | _ 
3 Pr«mis%t 4 Optns itab. |_ 
4 Premise, Modlcali $-
3 Crime e^ 
• ' • • ' • ' A Machlnofy I . 
? O**" «aoo.Venftse i . 
I Total l ^ I fbroargls 7 t _ 
leas . % o t ^ oiacowot $ -
9 Net DlKoonhad Premium | _ 
10 Auto I I PD 
I t . Uninsured Motorists 
12 Auto Medicals 
13. Plre A Theft 
14 Comprehensive 
IS . Collision 
to Towing 
17 Otbor Auto 














Totol rVemlom (Uooa f A 11) 
Momlaoralssp P>ooa (Cborgod oca 
peomUma obowo CM Ussoa 9 A 4 ) 
floaa Ptag. R A M . ) 4 - l | 
Toool lodotHagj Root 
Otbor CrWRg 
.«/• 
0 # 11R£MAmt*T«jd. •UiY&tH'+^U 
<\L*k 
SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT APPLIES TO TRUCK INSURANCE EXCHANGE OR FARMER! IN9URANGI lACMANWtr U N I T 
for and to tensMerettea of the benefits fo bo derived therefrom the $ubtcribor covenant! and agrees with tbo Exchange Indlcotod on the front of Ibis oppllca* 
and oHior subscribers thereto through tbeir ond each of their attorney-ln-locl, tbo Truck Underwriters Aitoclotlon for the Truck Insurance Exchange and farmers 
trwrlters Association for the farmers Insurance Exchange, lo exchange wllb oil other subscribers policies of Insurance or reinsurance containing tuch te rm and con 
ttt therein at way be specified by told attorney In fact and approved by the ioord of Governor! or Itc Executive Committee for any loss Imured agolnst, and 
ylbor hereby designates, centtttvtes ond appoints said Association to be attorney (n foct for subscriber, granting to if power to substitute another In its place, 
m subscriber i name, place and stead lo do all things which the lubicriber or subscribers might or could do severally or jointly with reference to oil policies issued, 
ding cancellation thereof, collection ond receipt of all monies due the Exchange from whatever source and disbursement of all toss and expense poyments, effect 
vronce and all othor acts incidental to the management of the Exchonge and the business of Inter insurance* subscriber further agrees thot there shall be poid to 
Association as compensation for its becoming ond acting as attorney In fact, the membership fees and twenty per centum of the Premium Deposit for the insur 
provided ond twenty per centum of the premiums required for continuance thereof 
The remaining portion of the Premium Deposit and of additional term poyments made by or on behalf of the subscriber shall be applied to the payment of losses 
•ipenses ond to the establishment of reserves ond general surplus Such reserves and surplus may be invested and reinvested by a loard of Governors duly 
td by and from subscribers In accordance with provisions of policies issued which loard or Its Executive Committee or on agent or agency appointed written 
Kity of soid Executive Committee shall have full powers to negotiate purchases sales, trades, exchanges and transfers of investments, properties, titles ond 
ities together with full powers to execute oil necessary Instruments The expenses above referred to shall include all taxes, license fees, ottorney s fees and 
ttment expenses and charges, expenses of members and governors meetings agent s commissions, ond such other specified fees, dues and expenses as may be 
>rised by the ioord of Governors All other expenses Incurred In connection with the conduct of the Exchonge and such of the above expenses as shall from 
so time be agreed upon by ond between the Association and the Ioord of Governors or Its Executive Committee shall be borne by the Association 
The principal office of the Exchange and its attorney in fact shall bo maintained In the City of los Angeles, Stole of California 
This agreement con be signed upon any number of counterparts with the some effect as if the signatures of oli subscribers were upon one ond the some 
imenf ond shall be binding upon the parties thereto, severally ond rolobly as provided in policies Issued Wherever Hit word 'subscriber* Is used the some sholl 
< members of the Exchonge, the subscriber hereto, ond ell other subscribers lo this or any other like agreement 
Any policy issuod hereon shall be nan assessable 
. o m p i n y bos decl ined, cancelled, docllnod lo r e n e w or refused Insurance of the type appl ied for or served notice of I f f Intention to do so, except 
toted heroins I hove rood alt the pages of this application and declare the facte stated fo be t rue and request the Exchange to Issue the Insurance 
led for and assy renewals thereof In rel iance thereon . I authorise the dr iv ing record of al l dr ivers to be checked through the State Motor Vehicle 
This is my authority to cancel Policy •#, Subscribed to. 
e Formers fire or Truck Insurance Exchange or Mid Century Insurance Com T I M * M O N T H BAY vcVn 
effective on the elective dote of the new policy applied for ond ony credit 
td be applied to tbo new policy 
N i t business . 
H I M 
f u»t 
*rrtr?YW w fv?»g"«ffin 
1 A G E N T ' S I I list «ll drivers by 
1 R E P O R T 1 nemo (first middle lest) Operator's license No , Stele 
•SrtHeVt 
e \ Dsy| Vr 
% e f 
Mfleeee 
J -
4ny physicel Impairments? - - — »~~. _ _ -~_ - ~. — 
:ver had license suspended or revoked? - - .. - . 
-•ow mtny Trucks Cars or Trailers owned by insured?. 
Which units have dust t%*t axle?-
D Yes 
.. D Yes 
lave you inspected equipment? & Yet Q J4o UstjAny Dsmsge In It smirks | 
.. 7 . f loor of_ MS* ISt * tooted > well lighted et night? 
on mam arterial highwey leading out of city? 
\ under city police protection? 
Vre the following grill or bar covered? Windows 
Skylights D YES f$HO#&' rjeers 
Type of lock(«) on exterior doorsi Q Pedtock 
r
, X Double cyl D Single cyl Q Single cyl 
. . . . . . . . _ „ . . .
 S f K U g lock 4 t A ^ i > g g # ^ J g | 
I - i 
_iL__story building 
QCXES D NO 
'YES D NO 
*ES a NO 
I YES C ? i N O 
YES D NO 
flher (describe) 
'Deadlock Deadlock 
Dttcnbe lock device on lube enclosure. 
sre window* tt%4 roof ope"«*g» eesMy accessible? Q YES Q NO 
oti experience lest 5 yrs (Show cost eech tUlm end describei Pire Glass, 
•urg!*ry—describe ctrcumttsnees of loss else ) 






Neve you Inspected premises?. 
Does insured own building?, 
pprox oge of tidgs *
 u , , , , ,ww, „ „ . w „ . , - w „ ^ ^ 
building S l . e _ ^ 4 - > - J , b y „ ^ # g ^ i J t , , J ^ V f l g u o r o ft 
.years Year remodeled. 
J ^ Y e t 
4? 
insuf< 
Type of looft Q f Approved Q Unapproved 
tt A H existing iftsuf sneo with other Companies for A l l coverage applied fori 
- f t 
Heolingi a Typei QJT Central D Spoco Q Other . , . 
b Pueh GrToW a OH D Electric D Coal Q Other 
o Fire Protection DlJt if not in city limits? - . 
b Distance In feet to nearest fire hydrant , •• *j^?4f9 „t*L , . • 
Condition of Premlsesi QTGood Q Fair C I Poor 
Housekeeping! C r O o o d Q Pair D Poor 
17 Const of l ldgi o Q frame fer masonry veneer b «Q*Joisled masonry 




lulldlng(s) excluding veluxof lend $, 
fixtures end Equip i I £ * £ 2 &\ '*£:•. 
Y'« 
e D Modified fire resistive or Are resistive ^ p 
IS How long (e) has current mgmt owned this bu*r>C-yrs 
]9, Applicant's estimate of current value ofi / ^ ^ j ^ 
(b) at this loc fL.\ 






• furnish names of all streets and 
Indicate location of risk 
b If Apartment lutldlng. Motel or 
Court, also give distance be* 
tween buildings and number of 
units In each building 
Does Insured have any exposures 
on which coverage is not desired? 
G Yes Q l N o If % Yes', describe In lemarks 
Are therdenl,speciet or unusual haiards in connection with this business? 
D l e t Q r * l a If MY«sN describe In * *emarks" 
34 Dots applicant carry Workmen*! Compensation Insurance? Jjf/ Yes Q No 
23 
* 
Name of Company Policy Number Kind of Coverage 
Non Auto 
Expir Date locations * Equipment Covered 




Hior Poliy Nee. ^ / t t\*
 t ' 
/as t»H k/usiaeti reforred by otbefTAfeot or i r ^ b a # » * i p Yes Q t 4 * |U y««. axploln In lenTarks Section) 7 
t a broker fnwdvod os llsk M o n o f o t ^ . q Yes, p\ ftf?'"* * * ^ t * / / 
'^ ^ 7 l i i? AGENT'S m p * f " TgaClyidtcaHon Is c ^ ^ i ^ a n s K l reoimmeo^ end^l ft« 4 its acceptance 
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T H E 
h Farmers Insurance Group O F C O M P A N I E S 
2500 S RFTH AVENUE • POCATEUO. IOAHO 83201 
MAILING AOORESS. P.O. BOX 4620 
February 25, 1985 
John & Betty Olcott 
JB*s Peppertree Market 
135 East 800 North 
Orem, Dtah 84057 
Policy Number: 6572-64-73 
Dear Mr. Olcott: 
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to serve your insurance 
needs. 
We have reviewed your policy and regret to inform you that it 
does not meet the requirements of the Truck Insurance Exchange 
pricing plan because of underwriting reasons. However, coverage 
is acceptable in another of our companies. 
It is necessary that we formally cancel your policy. Therefore, 
your insurance is cancelled effective at 12:00 noon on March 12, 
1985. 
Your insurance is acceptable at higher premium in the Farmers 
Insurance Exchange. To provide you with continuous coverage, we 
are issuing you a new policy in the Farmers Insurance Exchange. 
This new policy will afford you the identical quality of service 
using the same staff in claims and policy service. Refund, if 
any, has been applied to your new policy which you will receive 
soon. 
Very truly yours, 
TROCK INSURANCE EXCHANGE 
^325885 
A. WALTHER-ANDREWS
 | | A^ 
Commercial Underwriter U / W CLERK 
AWA • tJc 
cc: 76-09-170 
M7. C«;*7^_«1_T* ^ / 
TabF 
Ihn nonce « 
*iu«d by. 
Q The Exchong* or Compony designated on rh« reverie »*de c* number . 
D 
>tnwpW i | .h»y Cmrmtltmm 
O O N ^ 5 T * I = I 1 
JOHM * BETTY OLCOTT 
DBA: J»'S PCP^Ot TtCE MARKET 
155 EAST 800 NO 
OHEC irr thosi # 
^ 
• ^ , < - * 
,c 
^ 
POUCY NiNMBCM AGENTO NUMBER ' ^cmoaG^trovt^fcctr ywpM i T O AMOutrroue 
657* 6% 73 76 09 170 12-27-t^ V30-I5 2315.39 
Although-your policy is cancelled, we ask that you pay for the protection providr 
you during the time your policy was in force. 
You may hare obtained other Insurance which provides the same coverage v% 
provided and for the same period for which we are billing. If this is the cas*. 
please send us a copy of the other policy and a signed copy of this notice. Because 
Insurance policies differ, it is necessary that we verify the duptication of coverage 
before, arty, action can be taken to remove this charge. - 2^' 
If there It nodoplioation o f coverage, please send USFO check for tne OfttouTitxiue. 
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RICHARD B. JOHNSON, for: 
HOWARD, LEWIS & PETERSEN 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 
120 East 300 North Street 
P.O. Box 778 
Provo, Utah 84603 
Telephone: (801) 373-6345 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
OREM DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH 
FARMER'S INSURANCE GROUP, ] 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. ] 
JOHN OLCOTT and BETTY 
OLCOTT, dba JB'S PEPPER ] 
TREE MARKET, ] 
Defendants. 
i COMPLAINT 
> civii NO. F6_-&v- tf 
COMES NOW the plaintiff and for cause of action against the defendants 
allege as follows: 
1. The plaintiff is an insurance company, licensed and doing business 
within the State of Utah. 
2. The defendants are residents of Utah County and do business in Orem, 
Utah. 
3. The defendants, purchased from the plaintiff a policy of insurance 
to be effective from November 30, 1984 at 3:30 p.m. to November 30, 1985. The 
policy of insurance was purchased for their grocery business. 
4. Policy No. 6572-64-73 was issued with an effective date of November 
30, 1984. The policy was in effect from November 30, 1984, and during the period 
Our File No. 
of time from December 27, 1984 to April 30, 1985, they incurred a premium of 
$2,315.39. 
5. The policy was cancelled because of non-payment of premiums. 
6. Due demand has been made upon the defendants for payment of the 
premium and the defendants have failed and refused to pay the same. 
7. The plaintiff has been required to retain an attorney to bring this 
matter and is entitled to reasonable attorney fees. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment against the defendants as follows: 
1. For judgment in the amount of $2,315.39, plus pre-judgment interest 
from the date the premium became due to the date of judgment. 
2. For costs and attorneys fees and such other and further relief as to 
the Court may seem just and proper in the premises. 
DATED this day of February, 1986. 
RICHARD B. JOHNSON; for: 
HOWARD, LEWIS & PETERSEN 






HAROLD C. VERHAAREN - 3325 
MAZURAN, VERHAAREN & HAYES, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Parkview Plaza, Suite 260 
2180 South 1300 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Telephone: (801) 484-6161 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
oooOooo 




BRAD G. CHILTON 
JOHN OLCOTT and BETTY OLCOTT, 
dba J.B.'S PEPPER TREE MARKET, 
Case No. CV 89-760 
Judge George E. Ballif Defendants. 
oooOooo 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Brad G. Chilton being first duly sworn deposes and says: 
1. All matters stated herein are based upon his 
personal knowledge and he is competent to testify to the matters 
stated herein. 
2. He is an employee of the Plaintiff, Truck Insurance 
Exchange ("TIE") and is personally acquainted with the files and 
records of the Defendants John Olcott and Betty Olcott relating to 
4n I mn^ 
the claim Truck Insurance Exchange is asserting against the Olcotts 
in the above-captioned matter. 
3. On or about December 5, 1984, TIE received at its 
Pocatello Regional Office an application for insurance coverage 
dated November 30, 1984, for the Defendants John Olcott and Betty 
Olcott, dba JB's Pepper Tree Market (the "Olcotts") . A copy of the 
application ("Application No. 1") is attached hereto as 
"Exhibit A. " 
4. On or about November 30, 1984, the Defendant John 
Olcott executed an application and agreement with Prematic Service 
Corporation ("Prematic") to finance the premium for the insurance 
coverage applied for and to provide for monthly budget payments to 
Prematic. A copy of the Prematic application and agreement is 
attached hereto to the Chilton Affidavit as "Exhibit B." 
5. Prematic received two checks issued by the Defendant 
John Olcott. One check is dated November 30, 1984, in the sum of 
$369.59 and the other is dated January 7, 1985, in the sum of 
$183.00. Copies of each of those checks are attached hereto as 
"Exhibit C." 
6. Based upon Application No. 1, received by TIE at its 
Pocatello Regional Office, a policy of insurance ("Policy No. 1") 
having an effective date of November 30, 1984, and a term of one 
(1) year was issued by TIE. 
tie.ol-aff.be O 
M — A A%4 
7. On or about December 13, 1984, TIE notified Ken 
England, the agent who submitted Application No. 1, that the 
underwriters had determined 01cott#s business was not eligible for 
insurance coverage at the preferred premium rates of Policy No. 1. 
8. On or about January 17, 1985, TIE'S Pocatello 
Regional Office received a second application for insurance 
coverage for the Olcotts ("Application No. 2"). A copy of 
Application No. 2 is attached hereto as "Exhibit D.H 
9. Based upon Application No. 2, a policy of insurance 
("Policy No. 2") was issued on or about February 1, 1985# using 
standard premium rates. Policy No. 2 had an effective date of 
November 30/ 1984 and a term of one (1) year. 
10. On or about January 22, 1985, TIE issued a Notice of 
Cancellation to inform Olcotts that Policy No. 1 was being 
cancelled effective February 6, 1985, for the reason stated in the 
Notice of Cancellation, i.e. the ineligibility of Olcotts for 
coverage under that type of policy. A copy of the Notice of 
Cancellation is attached hereto as "Exhibit E." 
11. In a letter dated February 25/ 1985/ TIE# through 
one of its commercial underwriters/ A. Walther-Andrews, gave notice 
to the Olcotts that Policy No. 1 did not meet the requirements of 
TIE/ and that a new policy had been issued at a higher premium. 
A copy of that letter is attached hereto as "Exhibit F." 
tle.ol-aff.be O 
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12. On or about March 16, 1985, Prematic issued its 
monthly statement to Olcotts. Prematic's monthly statement was 
returned to Prematic with the notation that the Olcotts considered 
their insurance coverage cancelled as of February 6, 1985. 
Olcotts' note was received by Prematic on or about April 1, 1985. 
A copy of the Prematic monthly statement containing said notation 
is attached hereto as "Exhibit G." 
13. On or about April 14, 1985, TIE sent its Notice of 
Cancellation to inform Olcotts that as of April 30, 1985, Policy 
No. 2 was being cancelled for non-payment of premium. A copy of 
the Notice of Cancellation is attached hereto as "Exhibit H.M 
14. A Notice of Earned Premium Due dated May 31, 1985, 
was mailed to the Olcotts by TIE. A copy of the said Notice is 
attached hereto as "Exhibit I." 
15. Thereafter, TIE undertook collection efforts 
including the mailing of additional notices of earned premiums due 
and demand letters. Copies of demand letters dated payment July 9, 
1985, and July 26, 1985 are attached hereto as "Exhibits J and K." 
16. Several months later, in response to the collection 
efforts of TIE, TIE received several letters from the Olcotts' 
attorney, Wayne B. Watson. Copies of Watson's letters dated 
September 13, 1985, and October 2, 1985, are attached hereto as 
"Exhibits L and M." 
tio.ol-aff.be A 
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17. The earned premium for Policy No. 2 for the period 
beginning on November 30, 1984, and ending on April 30, 1985, was 
$2,315.86, calculated as follows: 
Annual Premium: $6,805.00 
Membership Fee: 60.00 
Total: $6,865.00 
Unearned premium based upon 
early cancellation using the 
customary pro rate decimal 
referred to in the policy. 
($6,865.00 x .5826 = unearned premium) S3,999.55-
Earned premium due: $2,865.45 
Less payments received 549.59-
(552.59 less 3.00 service charge for 
budget plan) 
Earned premium due: $2,315.86 
18. The earned premium for Policy No. 2 for the period 
of November 30, 1984, to February 6, 1985 is $1,290.23, calculated 
as follows: 
Annual Premium: $6,805.00 
Membership Fee 60.00 
Total: $6,865.00 
Unearned premium based upon 
early cancellation using the 
customary pro rate decimal 
referred to in the policy. 
($6,865.00 x .732 = unearned premium) 5,025.18-
Earned premium: $1,839.82 
tie.ol-aff.be 5 
Less payments received 
(552.59 less 3.00 service charge for 
budget plan) 
Earned premium due: 




Subscribed and sworn to before me this "7&C; day of 
January, 1991. 




l i t 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I herewith certify that I am a member of and/or employed 
by the law firm of MAZURAN, VERHAAREN & HAYES, P.C., Parkview 
Plaza, Suite 260, 2180 South 1300 East, Salt Lake City, Utah and 
that in said capacity and pursuant to Rule 5 Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure, a true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of 
Brad Chilton was caused to be served upon: 
Wayne B. Watson, Esq. 
WATSON, SCRIBNER & BURROWS 
2696 North University Avenue 
Suite 220 
Provo, Utah 84604 




4™ DISTRICT COURT 
STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH COUMTY 
DEC 13 H o s M ' S I 
HAROLD C. VERHAAREN - 3325 'l&P^ 
MAZURAN, VERHAAREN & HAYES, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Parkview Plaza, Suite 260 
2180 South 1300 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Telephone: (801) 484-6161 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
oooOooo 
TRUCK INSURANCE EXCHANGE, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BRAD G. CHILTON AFFIDAVIT II 
JOHN OLCOTT and BETTY OLCOTT, 
dba J.B.'S PEPPER TREE MARKET, 
Case No. CV 89-760 
Judge George E. Ballif Defendants. 
oooOooo 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF BANNOCK ) 
Brad G. Chilton being first duly sworn deposes ana says: 
1. All matters stated herein are based upon his 
personal knowledge and he is competent to testify to the matters 
stated herein. 
2. He is an employee of the Plaintiff, Truck Insurance 
Exchange (HTIEH), is personally acquainted with TIE'S files and 
records relating to the Defendants John Olcott and Betty Olcott, 
dba J.B.'s Pepper Tree Market (the "Olcotts") and the claim TIE is 
asserting against the Olcotts in the above-captioned matter. 
3. On or about December 5, 1984, TIE received at its 
Pocatello Regional Office Olcotts' application for insurance 
coverage dated November 30, 1984, (the "ApplicationH) executed by 
the Defendant John Olcott. A copy of the Application is attached 
hereto as "Exhibit A.H 
4. On or about November 30, 1984, the Defendant John 
Olcott also executed an application and agreement with Prematic 
Service Corporation ("Prematic") to finance the estimated annual 
premium for the insurance coverage Olcotts applied for through 
monthly budget payments. A copy of the Prematic application and 
agreement is attached hereto as "Exhibit B." 
5. Prematic received two checks issued by the Defendant 
John Olcott, totaling $552.59. One check is dated November 30, 
1984, in the sum of $369.59 and the other is dated January 7, 1985, 
in the sum of $183.00. Copies of each of those checks are 
contained on "Exhibit C" attached hereto. 
6. No other payments have been made by Olcotts to 
Prematic or TIE other than those referred to in Paragraph 5 above. 
7. Based upon the Application, TIE provided insurance 
coverage for the Olcotts from November 30, 1984, until at least 
February 6, 1985. 
8. Applications to TIE for commercial insurance 
coverage, such as the Application received from the Olcotts, do not 
specify rates or premium computations when submitted by the writing 
agents, as the setting of premiums for each risk to be insured is 
the function and responsibility of TIE'S rating department. 
tie.ol-2aff.bc 2 
9 • When the Application was received by TIE at its 
Pocatello Regional Office, it contained no premium computations or 
rates. The rates and computations shown on the Application 
(Exhibit A) were added after the Application was received at TIE'S 
Pocatello Regional Office. 
10. Premiums charged by TIE in the State of Utah must 
conform to the rates filed by TIE with the insurance commissioner 
of the State of Utah. 
11. TIE'S underwriters determined, after reviewing the 
Application received from the agent, that the Olcotts' business was 
not eligible for insurance coverage at TIE'S preferred rates and, 
on or about January 22, 1985, TIE issued its notice that insurance 
coverage was being cancelled effective February 6, 1985. A copy of 
the Notice of Cancellation is attached hereto as "Exhibit D." 
12. Although a second application for insurance was 
received by TIE at its Pocatello Regional Office and a policy of 
insurance was issued at the higher or "standard" rate, the Olcotts 
have stated that they did not submit a second application and did 
not want insurance coverage at the higher or standard rate. 
13. The minimum earned premium due for Olcotts' 
insurance coverage for the period beginning on November 30, 1984, 
and ending on February 6, 1985, using TIE'S "preferred" or lower 
rate is Three Hundred Sixty-Seven Dollars and Twenty-One Cents 
($367.21): 
tie.ol-2aff.bc 3 
Annual Premium (Preferred Rate) $4,869.00 
Membership Fee $ 60.00 
Total Annual Premium: $4,929.00 
Less unearned premium based upon 
early cancellation using the 
customary pro rata premium calculation 
referred to in the Policy. $f4,012.20) 
(.814 x $4929.00 = unearned premium) 
Earned Premium: $ 916.80 
Less payments received $ (549.59) 
(552.59 less $3.00 service charge for 
budget plan) 
Earned Premium Due: $ 367.21 
14. The pro rata decimal (factor) of .814 shown in 
Paragraph 13 above is derived by using "The Ronoco Six And Twelve 
Month Calculator," a calibration calculator commonly used in the 
insurance industry to determine pro rata and short rate earned and 
unearned factors. The calculator is prepared and produced by the 
Rough Notes Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana, 46204. 
15. The rate used in Paragraph 13 above is based upon 
and conforms to the rates and rate modifications filed by TIE with 
the insurance commissioner of the State of Utah for the period of 
November 30, 1984, to February 6, 1985. 
DATED this /& day of December, 1991. 
BRAD G. CHILTON 
Subscribed jartS^ Sfcce^ n to before me this /£) day of 
MANCY S. HERRIOfotar^ Publ^fe- ' 
My Commission Expir^£\ ^TR^siding y& 
tie.ol-2aff.be 
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FOURTH CIRCUIT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH COUNTY, PROVO DEPARTMENT 
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP, 
Plaintiff, 
vs 
JOHN OLCOTT AND BETTY OLCOTT, 
Defendant. 
R U L I N G 
CASE# 920002639 CV 
This matter came on for hearing on the motion of plaintiff for 
summary judgment by way of motion, affidavit and request for oral 
arguments. In addition the court had the counter affidavit of 
defendant. The oral arguments were heard and based upon the file 
as a whole, including the motion, affidavits, and oral argument, 
the Court finds and rules as follows: 
One: Defendants entered into a commercial coverage insurance 
policy with plaintiffs, which policies are reviewed by their 
underwriting department for applicabilty to the risk and the rate 
which is not determined up front as an auto or homeowners policy 
would be due to the nature of the risk and its need for 
underwriting analysis. 
Two: Defendants were notified by plaintiffs' underwriting 
department that the risk could not be written in the particular 
subsidiary company at the rate indicated at the time of binding, 
but that the risk could be written in a higher risk company at a 
higher rate, and proceeded to issue a policy in that company at 
that rate. 
Three: Defendants were covered by the plaintiff insurer during 
this period of communication and a premium was earned by plaintiff, 
Four: Defendants obtained insurance coverage from another 
insurance carrier at a rate more satisfactory to them. 
Five: The plaintiff is now seeking the unpaid portion of the 
insurance premium that they claim is owed. In doing so they have 
billed at the lower rate of the first, lower risk company. That 
amount is $2,315.39, and appears uncontested as to the amount, but 
contested as to whether or not is it owed. This is the subject 
matter of this suit and motion for summary judgment. 
The Court rules that the plaintiff has met its burden in its 
motion and that there are no material issues of fact as to the 
motion for summary judgment. There were peripheral issues and 
questions raised but these went more to the counterclaim which was 
dismissed. 
Having so found and ruled the Court instructs counsel to prepare 
the appropriate papers for signature. No attorney fees are 
awarded. Court costs are awarded. 
DATED: January 11, 1993 
Circuit Court Jud'ge 
I do hereby certify that copies of the foregoing RULING were 
mailed, postage prepaid, on this 11th day of January, 1993 to the 
following parties. 
Thomas J Scribner, 2696 N University Avenue, Suite 220, Provo, UT 
84604 
Harold C Verhaaren, 60 East South Temple, 11th Floor, Salt Lakei 
City, UT 84111 
Davi Coombs 
Circuit Court Clerk 
TabK 
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HAROLD C. VERHAAREN - 3325 
NIELSEN & SENIOR, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
1100 Eagle Gate Tower 
60 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 532-1900 
FOURTH CIRCUIT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH COUNTY, PROVO DEPARTMENT 
oooOooo 
TRUCK INSURANCE EXCHANGE, : 
: ORDER DENYING MOTION 
Plaintiff, : FOR NEW TRIAL 
vs. : 
: Case-No. CV 9202639 
JOHN OLCOTT and BETTY OLCOTT, z Judge E. Patrick McGuire 
dba JB'S PEPPER TREE MARKET, : 
Defendants. : 
oooOooo 
The Defendants' Motion for New Trial dated January 20, 
1993, was filed pursuant to the provisions of Rule 4-501 of the 
Code of Judicial Administration. The Court, having considered the 
memoranda filed in support of and in opposition to said Motion and 
having previously made and entered its ruling denying the Motion, 
hereby 
ORDERS that the Defendants• Motion for New Trial is 
denied. 
DATED this 2$^ day of [^1/ZA M , 1993. 
BY THE COURT: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I herewith certify that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Order was mailed, postage fully prepaid, on the *Z^*^ 
day of February, 1993, addressed as follows: 
Wayne B. Watson, Esq. 
Thomas J. Scribner, Esq. 
WATSON, SCRIBNER & BURROWS 
2696 North University Avenue 
Suite 220 
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HAROLD C. VERHAAREN - 3325 
NIELSEN & SENIOR, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
1100 Eagle Gate Tower 
60 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 532-1900 
FOURTH CIRCUIT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH COUNTY, PROVO DEPARTMENT 
oooOooo 
TRUCK INSURANCE EXCHANGE, : 
: SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff, : 
vs. : 
: Case No. CV 9202639 
JOHN OLCOTT and BETTY OLCOTT, : Judge E. Patrick McGuire 
dba JB'S PEPPER TREE MARKET, : 
Defendants. : 
oooOooo 
The Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment dated 
December 11, 1991, came on regularly for hearing on December 8, 
1992, before the Honorable E. Patrick McGuire, one of the judges of 
the above-entitled court. Harold C. Verhaaren of Nielsen & Senior 
appeared for the Plaintiff and Wayne B. Watson of Watson & Scribner 
appeared for the Defendants. The Court heard the argument of the 
parties1 respective counsel and based upon its review of the file, 
as a whole, including the motion, memoranda and affidavits, issued 
its written ruling dated January 11, 1993, that there is no genuine 
issue as to any material fact and that the Plaintiff is entitled to 
M i i 
judgment against the Defendants as a matter of law. The Court 
finds that: 
1. The Defendants applied for and received commercial 
insurance coverage from the Plaintiff based upon the Defendants• 
application for insurance coverage. Applications for commercial 
insurance coverage, such as the application received by the 
Plaintiff from the Defendants, do not specify rates or premium 
computations when submitted by the writing agents, but are reviewed 
by the underwriting departments to evaluate the acceptability of 
the risk and to determine the rate at which insurance coverage will 
be provided. 
2. The Defendants were notified by the Plaintiff's 
underwriting department that the risk could not be written by the 
Plaintiff at the preferred rate estimated at the time that 
insurance coverage was bound, but that the risk could be written in 
an affiliated higher risk company, Farmers Insurance Exchange, at 
a higher premium and proceeded to issue a policy in that company at 
that rate. 
3. The Defendants then obtained insurance coverage from 
another insurance carrier at a rate more satisfactory to them. 
4. The Defendants were provided insurance coverage by 
the Plaintiff during the period of communication, i.e. from the 
date of their application for coverage until they obtained 
tie.ol-sum.jud 2 
insurance coverage from another insurance carrier. For that 
period, a premium was earned by the Plaintiff. 
5. The earned premium which the Plaintiff now seeks to 
recover is based upon its lower or preferred rates and amounts to 
Three Hundred Sixty Seven Dollars and Twenty One Cents ($367.21). 
The evidence of the calculation of the amount of the unpaid earned 
premium at the lower rate is unrefuted and unopposed. 
The Court/ therefore, Orders that the Plaintiff is 
awarded judgment against the Defendants in the principal sum of 
Three Hundred Sixty Seven Dollars and Twenty One Cents ($367.21) 
and costs of court of Twenty Seven Dollars ($27.00), aggregating 
Three Hundred Ninety-Four Dollars and Twenty-One Cents ($394.21) 
together with interest thereon at the rate of twelve percent (12%) 
per annum until paid in full. 
DATED this £5 day of MA/JAyCV] 1993. 
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FOURTH CIRCUIT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
UTAH COUNTY, PROVO DEPARTMENT 
FARMER'S INSURANCE GROUP, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOHN OLCOTT AND BETTY OLCOTT 
dba JB'S PEPPER TREE MARKET, 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM 
Case # 920002639 CV 
The Court has received plaintiff's Summary Judgment and Order 
Denying New Trial and has received defendant's Notice Of 
Objection To Summary Judgment. 
While the Court's discussion of its decision in behalf of 
plaintiff might not have been the most articulate, nevertheless 
the Court is still convinced that plaintiff has a right to 
judgment for the amount of premium earned and the other matters 
raised by defendant do not go to a defense of the plaintiffs' 
underlying claim. Therefore, the decision stands and plaintiff's 
Summary Judgment and Order Denying New Trial, which I believe I 
ruled on once before are signed and the matter is closed at this 
trial level. 
March 25, 1993 
Circuit Court Ju 
I certify that true and correct copies of the foregoing Notice of 
Setting were hand delivered, X mailed postage prepaid, on the 
31st day of March, 1993 to the following interested parties: 
Thomas J Scribner, 2696 N University Ave., Suite 220, Provo, UT 
84604 
Harold C Verhaaren, 60 East South Temple, 11th Floor, Salt Lake 
City, UT 84111 
